
A BEHAVIOURAL ANALYSIS OF DOMESTIC ABUSE 

Domestic Abuse is a socially significant issue that affects 

both women and men of all ages. Office for National 

Statistics state that “an estimated 2.0 million adults 

aged 16 to 59 years experienced domestic abuse in the 

last year (1.3 million women, 695,000 men)” between 

March 2017-March 2018.  There are plenty of articles 

on the BBC Website regarding Domestic Violence; indi-

vidual cases, fatalities, prevention failings and new sta-

tistics. Domestic Abuse is commonly associated with 

females victims and male perpetrators, but recently 

Alex Skeel spoke publicly about how suffered Domestic 

abuse from his partner and mother of his young chil-

dren, Jordan Worth. She was sentenced to seven and 

half years in prison following pleading guilty to the Do-

mestic abuse, causing grievous bodily harm and using 

coercive behaviour (read more about this story). This is 

the first conviction of coercive control for a female 

offender within the UK.   

For many years, Behaviour Analysts have questioned 

the contingencies around domestic violence and why 

victims often remain within these relationships.  Better 

understanding could help ease the transition out of vio-

lent relationships, so victims and/or perpetrators can 

make effective change. In his review of the prevalence, 

Myers (1995) found that women reported to engage in 

violence towards their partners more often than men. 

He added that, as men are on average larger than wom-

en, they could be more likely to cause injury, unlike 

women, hence men report violence less, or don’t re-

quire medical support. In addition, there is stigma 

around men being viewed as victims of violence from a 

female partner.  

The reinforcing contingencies within the relationship 

are the “good times”. Walker (1979) proposed a cycle 

of abuser’s behaviour which involves a period of apolo-

getic behaviours, following abuse or violence. This peri-

od could be a highly valued reinforcer. Miller et al 

(2012) discuss research conducted with Rhesus Mon-

keys who were deprived of affection and then received 

an aversive blast of air when they clung to a surrogate 

artificial mother. The monkeys continued to cling de-

spite the aversive blast, and they conclude, that 

“deprivation of the reinforcer was potentially serving 

as an establishing operation”.   

Many people would believe the violence against the 

victim would have a punishing effect on being in a rela-

tionship with the abuser, but there are several factors 

that prevent this. The abuse typically doesn't begin at 

the start of the relationship, and is mild initially. In ad-

dition, the abuse is unpredictable and is not contingent 

upon the victim behaving in a specific way. These fac-

tors reduce the punishing effects of the abuse and the 

victim’s behaviour will become resistant to it (Miller et 

al, 2012). In addition, there are several punishers in 

effective for leaving. These involve uncertainty of 

where to live, financial restrictions and threatening or 

violent behaviour from the abuser for leaving or 

attempting to. Unfortunately, Myers (1995) state that, 

“of the women murdered by their husbands, a majority 

are murdered while trying to leave or after they have 

left”. There are several behaviours that the victim 
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Welcome to the April edition. In this edition, I review 

the Behavioural Analysis of Domestic Abuse. I also cele-

brate the career of Greg Hanley. There is also a study 

tip for the BDS exam practise, a water balloon activity 

idea and a description of overcorrection in the termi-

nology section. Have a great month and I hope you en-

joy the Easter bank holiday! 

Kirsty Angel M.Sc. BCBA (Author)  
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PRODUCTS 

Check out this wish list of the perfect turn-taking 

games. These are fun games that help facilitate this 

important social skills! Perfect for practising with 

adults, or during peer play sessions! 

would have to engage in which increases the effort for 

leaving, including calling various services, asking for 

support and information, moving, sourcing income, 

etc.. Leaving is considered more difficult when there 

are children involved. In regards to the perpetrator, 

there is little punishing consequences unless the victim 

contacts the police. The abuser could use coercion to 

prevent this from happening, which would negatively 

reinforce using coercion to avoid these aversive conse-

quences of being arrested or charged by the police.  

Domestic Abuse is a socially significant issue that re-

quires more investigation. Many Behaviour Analysts 

have explained the contingencies that maintain the 

abusive relationship (Myers 1995 and Miller et al 

2012). The periods when the relationship is pleasant is 

highly valued and reinforcing which maintains staying, 

and the periods of abuse act as an establishing opera-

tion to increase the value of these phases. In addition, 

the abuse does not act as an effective punisher as “it 

was not presented initially at high intensity and its in-

tensity increases over time” Miller et al (2012).  
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EVENTS 

The Experimental Analysis of behaviour Group (EABG) 

conference is happening this year! The event is set to 

happen on the 15 and 17th of April this year in London. 

Watch this space for more information, as booking will 

be opening soon. 

UK SBA (UK Society of Behaviour Analysis) is hosting 

Dr. Andy Bondy in a two-day workshop (2nd and 3rd of 

May) in London. Dr Andy Bondy is the president and co

-founder of Pyramid Educational Consultation and the 

co-author of PECS Training Manual. To learn more 

about the workshop, visit the UK SBA Website. 

Daisy Chain Educational Services Ltd are holding a vari-

ety of training courses in Whiteley, Hampshire. The 

courses are entitled Autism Specific Teaching—

Intensive Teaching and Natural Environment Teaching 

(13th April 2019), and Promoting communication for 

non-vocal students (3rd August 2019). The courses 

cost £150 each, per person. Email Daisy Chain directly 

to book your place, or call 07813932363. 

Acorn ABA are offering two 2-day workshops for tu-

tors. A beginners course 6th and 7th June and an inter-

mediate course 1st and 2nd of July in Milton Keynes.  

Each course costs £135 per person, to book a place  

email info@acornaba@gmail.com.  

Contextual Consulting offer a variety of online webi-

nars and workshops on their website. ‘Enhancing your 

ACT practice with Relational Frame Theory (RFT) - a 

Master class’, will be hosted on the 10th and 11th of 

October in London presented by Yvonne Barnes-

Holmes. There is also, ’ACT for Young People—the 

Thriving Adolescent’ will be on the 14th and 14th of 

November in London, presented by Dr Louise Hayes.  

Beyond Autism are offering a four day workshop enti-

tled ‘Introduction to Applied Behaviour Analysis and 

Verbal Behaviour (ABA/VB). The dates are split across 4 

weeks and will happen on the 21st and 28th June, and 

the 5th and 12th July. Go to the website to download a 

booking form.  
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Next month we’re looking at Classroom management, 

so be sure to subscribe so you receive the next ex-

citing edition.  

Please contact me via email with feedback or to sub-

scribe (simply include ‘SUBSCRIBE’ in the subject or 

message) to busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and please 

check out the Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest Page, 

and website.  

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT TEACHING (NET) IDEA 

This month’s activity is water balloons. This offers a lot 

of opportunities to generalise targets and contrive mo-

tivation for different requests. You can help your learn-

er with request to choose a balloon by item name, or 

by colour (mand 1M-5M), or quantity (mand 11e). Al-

ternatively using a variety of actions, e.g., “fill”, “tap 

on”, “throw”, “tie”, and more (mand 7M)! In addition, 

you can generalise skills around colours (LR 10b, tact 

10d) or numbers (math 11a, 12d). You could gently 

write on the balloons with a board pen (be careful not 

to pop them!) and draw shapes or letters, learners 

name or numbers (tact 10e, reading 13M, reading 14M, 

math 12M respectively), to give you an extra oppor-

tunity to generalise other skills. You could also incorpo-

rate some intraverbal responses, “balloon goes…” 

“Pop!”, or “One, two…” “Three!”, and “ready, steady..” 

“Go!” (intraverbal 6M).  

Preceding skills reference to the VB-MAPP Assessment tool: 

 Sundberg, M. L. (2008) Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment and 

Placement. 

Program: The 

VB-MAPP. 

Concord, CA: 

AVB Press.  

*LR: Listener 

Responding 

STUDY TIPS 

 A great resource whilst studying for the BCBA/BCaBA 

exam is the Behaviour Development Solu-

tions programme. You have to pay for a subscription 

(for 3, 6, 12, or 24 months) starting from $299 and then 

you can access the software and work through the 

modules. It is highly recommended and has a money-

back guarantee if you complete all modules to 100%. 

To find out more and for prices please go to the web-

site. There is also RBT solutions. Please use a variety of 

resources while studying to optimise your opportuni-

ties to develop your understanding. Good Luck! 

TERMINOLOGY 

Overcorrection: This is a positive punishment proce-

dure that uses demand to reduce problem behaviour. 

There are two types; Restitutional Overcorrection and 

Positive Practice.   

Restitutional Overcorrect involves the person returning 

the environment to it’s original state and improving 

upon it, for instance if they engage in throwing furni-

ture, they would have to put furniture back.  

Positive Practice involves the person performing the 

appropriate behaviour repeatedly.   

PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE US 

This month we are celebrating the career of Greg Han-

ley, Phd, BCBA. He is well known for his work in func-

tional analysis and challenging behaviour reduction. He 

obtained his PhD, in 2001, at the University of Florida 

with Brian Iwata as his advisor. He has held professor 

positions at University of Kansas, Western New England 

University and University of Massachusetts Medical 

School. He is also the director of the Behaviour Analysis 

Doctoral Program at Western New England University. 

He has published many articles since 1996 on topics 

concerning assessing and developing interventions for 

problem behaviours. He has also held editorial roles at 

Behavior Analysis in Practice (past editor and past asso-

ciate editor) and Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis 

(past associate editor). Hanley has developed the Inter-

view Informed Synthesized Contingency Analysis (IISCA) 

which you can learn more about on his website. In ad-

dition, you can listen to him on the Behavioral Observa-

tions Podcast if you want to learn more about the man 

himself! 
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